Ch. Ivanov of Volga

Male. White and brindle
Whelped February 26, 1969
Bred by Joseph Lutolf
Owner: Mr. & Mrs. Nathan Reese & Bruna Henry
Los Angeles, CA

Another group winning son of the incomparable Int. Ch. Vronsky of Volga, Ivanov attained his championship in five consecutive shows with four majors (5, 5, 4, res. and 5). In only one month of showing, he was awarded one group first, one group second and two group thirds.

Zandor of Malora III
Gay Toinette of Malora
Batruk von Der Hatz
Natascha Des Essertons
Barabon is Slonowaja
Touchka Des Mariettes
Ida Des Meriettes